January = Provincial Zone playdowns + Tournaments + League play.
January also means that we are over halfway done our 2016-2017 season.

HOCKEY ALBERTA: PROVINCIALS
Hockey Alberta has awarded the Bantam C Provincial Tournament to the CNN
Spurs, and will be played in both Gibbons & Bon Accord on
March 17-19th.
This is an exciting opportunity for CNN Spurs to raise money for the association as well as
provide our Bantam Team an opportunity to compete at the Provincial level. Stay tuned
for more information as the host committee gets the ball rolling over the next few weeks.
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Lockey Christie knows a thing or two about hockey, especially
when it comes to the making of the CNN Spurs. Lockey has
played the role as a CNN coach, a CNN dad, a CNN spectator
and now a CNN Grandpa to Avery Pattison (Atom), Gavin
Pattison & Cameron Dureault (both Initiation)
Lockey can remember when Gibbons and Bon Accord joined
to form one association. “Back then the towns did not get along, especially
when it came to hockey. When we joined them it brought the two communities
together and better hockey.”
He remembers they “wanted the name of the new association to be associated
with the Junior Broncos. That is how the idea of the Spurs came up.” The
original logo was a cowboy boot and a spur. Some would say it was fitting for
the two small rural communities.
Since then the original logo at center ice may have been changed. But the
Grandpas standing along the railings in the stands watching the new
generation of CNN hockey players remember the original white and blue and
the making of the CNN Spurs.

How many players in CNN today have parents that also wore the Spurs jersey?
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Saturday, January 28 has been set aside to celebrate #99
on the ParticipACTION 150 Play List - the sport of
hockey. In collaboration with ParticipACTION, Hockey
Canada invites all Canadians to celebrate hockey in all its
forms and post their photos on social media; whether you
enjoy pond hockey, sledge hockey, street hockey, ministick hockey, floorball – show Canada through social
media by using the following hashtags: #150PlayList and
#HockeyCanada.

TEAM BONDING. TOURNAMENTS. EVENTS. SEND US YOUR TEAM PHOTOS.
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CNNSPURS.MINORHOCKEY@GMAIL.COM

Some pictures shared by some of our Associations “Spur Siblings”

Smith
Currie

Carey
Morgan + Delorey
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Fenske

Bielert

